An Annotated Bibliography


Doyle, Robert, general editor. *Signs and Wonders and Evangelicals*. Randberg, Box 3993, Australia 2125: Faber Distributors, 1987. A response by four evangelical teachers in Australia to the teaching and practice of John Wimber and the "signs and wonders" movement. Along with Coggins and Hiebert, mentioned above, this is a fair and significant treatment of biblical-theological issues raised by this contemporary leader and his movement.


Hoekema, Anthony A. *What About Tongue Speaking?* Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1966. An argument for cessationism which should still be read by all, especially by those who think such can not be defended seriously any longer.


Heron, Alasdair I. C. *The Holy Spirit*. Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1983. Heron, Professor of Reformed Theology at the University of Erlangen, and an editor of *The
Scottish Journal of Theology, traces the development of the doctrine of the Spirit from Old Testament sources to the present day. Helpful in patristic and medieval source material.

*Kuyper, Abraham. The Work of the Holy Spirit. Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1900, 1946 reprint. Special doctrinal and historical treatments on the Holy Spirit which are full and universally helpful are rare. The introduction by Benjamin B. Warfield shows how truly valuable Kuyper’s treatment is. This volume, currently out of print, is the classic. Can not be recommended too highly!

Lloyd-Jones, D. Martyn. Joy Unspeakable. Wheaton, Illinois: Harold Shaw Publishers, 1984. Sermons on important subjects which are of mixed helpfulness. Displays a kind of special pleading, often making points from a biblical text which are hard to demonstrate, for his perspective on “the sealing of the Spirit.”


Macleod, Donald. The Spirit of Promise. Tain, Ross-shire, Scotland: Christian Focus Publications, 1986. The professor of systematic theology at the Free Church College in Edinburgh has given us a popular but well thought-out treatment of present difficulties.


*Packer, James I. Keep In Step with the Spirit. Wheaton, Illinois: Tyndale, 1984. Focuses upon both the person and ministry of the Holy Spirit in the typically gentle and wise manner we have come to expect from Packer. Chapter Four, in addressing the various views of holiness held in the Christian community, is worth the price of the book.


Pink, Arthur W. The Holy Spirit. Grand Rapids: Baker, 1970. Seeks to go directly to the English text with comments upon subjects such as: quickening, enlightening, convicting, comforting, drawing, indwelling, teaching, assuring, witnessing, sealing, assisting, interceding, persevering and endowing.


*Thomas, W.H. Griffith. *The Holy Spirit of God*. Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1913, reprint 1972. Originally lectures given at Princeton Theological Seminary, this is one of the most important volumes we have on the doctrine of the Spirit. Treats both textual concerns as well as historical and theological issues. Highly regarded for eighty years and highly recommended still!

An annotated bibliography is a bibliography that gives a summary of each of the entries. The purpose of annotations is to provide the reader with a summary and an evaluation of each source. Each summary should be a concise exposition of the source's central idea(s) and give the reader a general idea of the source's content. The following are the main components of an annotated bibliography. Not all these fields are used; fields may vary depending on the type of annotated bibliography and instructions. Writing an annotated bibliography MLA, you need to be very attentive because there are specific formatting requirements to be followed. So, let's check them out now because this information may come in real handy for your future studies. How to make an annotated bibliography MLA? Your chosen information source (book, journal, etc.) should be arranged according to a specific structure: The author's name. An annotated bibliography gives an account of the research that has been done on a given topic. Like any bibliography, an annotated bibliography is an alphabetical list of research sources. In addition to bibliographic data, an annotated bibliography provides a concise summary of each source and some assessment of its value or relevance. Depending on your assignment, an annotated bibliography may be one stage in a larger research project, or it may be an independent project standing on its own.